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About This Game

The Roman Empire was wealthy and powerful. It seemed nothing can threaten its peace and prosperity. Until, one day, a sudden
misfortune came upon the land, and the Romans had to face earthquakes of unseen power. The consequences were drastic, and
young Marcus Victorious had to save its citizens and bring back the life to its previous glory. New settlements, new roads and

new future for the people have to be built. If Marcus can achieve those goals, he will prove himself to his epic Father, gain
respects of the citizens and may be even win the love of a gorgeous girl….

Meet well-known characters in
- 40 stunning levels

- Familiar gameplay with some new fun twists
- 4 game modes
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I'm really intrigued by what I just played. Sword & Sworcery is a strange mix of funny self-awareness as a game and art project;
pretty pixel landscapes and nice soundtrack; all mixed in a plot that goes from the super-serious to the super-casual in waves.
The game is never out-right comedic, but you can tell from screen to screen where you're supposed to relax and where you are
supposed to be tense. What fascinates me is how even with its pixelated characters the game manages to make you feel stressed,
afraid, rejoiced or frustrated as you go.

One of the game elements that is constant throughout the story is the lack of a expectations on what is possible and what not
within the environment. I found myself unable to judge if I had any agency in this or that environment or situation, which in this
game, is a good thing. You feel great when you realize that you CAN interact with this or that element, and once the creepy
monster starts to chase you, this lack of understanding about where are the game-boundries makes you feel trapped and
powerless as you desperately click everything on screen while moving away as you trying to figure out what to do next.

Granted, this lack of context did made me go for an online guide once I couldn't figure out how to wake up one or two of the
Sprites. But overall, if you have enough curiosity and patience, you will get the hang of this strange little world without external
help.

Another thing that I found really original about this game is how the difficulty raises as the story progesses. We're used to
getting more health and power in other titles, allowing you to combat fiercer and bigger enemies as you go. But in Sword &
Sworcery you get LESS health as the main character's well-being begins taking a toll on the quest, which makes formerly easy
challenges suddenly stressful and difficult. This increase in vulnerability goes counter to the power-trip most other games makes
you go through, and that alone, I found it to be really cool (as well as REALLY nerve-wrecking as I faced old enemies).

That being said, this is not a fighting game per se. Sure, the fights are the parts that require most eye-hand coordination and
skill, but the puzzle solving and exploration take a similar toll in your brain. I found it very balanced how much emphasis it was
put onto each part of the gameplay.

Oh, another thing I liked: At the end of each "chapter" the narrator takes you back to the main screen, telling you to take a break
before continuing. I found this to be cool in terms of story-telling, and oddly considerate for you as a player. It made me wish
more games would suggest that kind of pauses for their players.

So overall, this is a very strange, charming, deep, stressfull and rewarding game all at once. It's a bit short compared to other
titles, but by the end, you'll be glad by every minute of it.. b-class horror game.
-gather notes to learn story
-some puzzles
-the monster is kinda meh.
-ending is just front page of newspaper. Booo!!! AHHHH!! *Runs Away!* This game starts out creepy and stays creepy. Im
going around every corner waiting for something to get me... This game keeps you on the edge waiting for something to happen.
I actually try to look around corner in real life before the character even gets there! And the graphics are pretty good to! If you
like having chill bumps, youll have them the whole time playing it. I Recommend it!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=MOYCT8tZ0W4. Pros:
+Open-World Exploration with many secrets to find
+Perfect Difficulty
+Great Music
+Detailed story with multiple endings
+Perfect difficulty on virtually all the puzzles

Cons:
- I encountered one bug that would have prevented me from getting two achievements, but it randomly awarded credit for
solving the puzzle (QR Code) after I reentered the room after beating the game.
- In the beginning there's a character who tells you to go somewhere, and doesn't give directions how to get there. I don't want a
highlighted minimap or something, but it makes sense for him to say go through the top corner, etc.
- There is one puzzle that involves a QR code. It's a reference to Fez.
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I had a great time with Full Bore. I bought it expecting just another puzzle platformer, but it's much more than that. It's a free-
roaming open world exploration game, like Metroid without the enemies. This means it's probably closer to Fez than any other
game, but I enjoyed it more because it generally avoids esoteric puzzles that require out of game knowledge. The main
mechanic of the game is digging in unstable soil, which will be familiar to anyone who played Steamworld Dig. It works just as
well here, but unlike Steamworld Dig you're expected to backtrack if you want to explore and the whole map isn't digging.

The music is great, the story is surprisingly complex, it has multiple endings but you can play after the two to three of them, and
NPCs acknowledge your success. All in all, I highly recommend for fans of 2D puzzle games.. Great twin stick shooter with
interesting gameplay mechanics and cool graphics. Good ideas\/inspirations, not so great execution. 4\/10 considering the cheap
pricetag

The game is a very basic platformer with the same aesthetic as Don't Starve (so much so that the main menu looks like a carbon
copy). Your character lacks the ability to actually kill anything so the killing of enemy comes from luring them into the traps
that would normally kill you.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=E6n1tkuBXs4&lc=z12eh3mrdqbdfzcrz04ccnjqionltlervog0k&channel=UC9I_hGc1N7uT
4a2G2mwja4g

The principle is good but the actual gameplay not so much. There is a lack of an ability to peek around the edges so a lot of
times you are stuck just jumping into an area you cannot see at all and dying on a trap. Most of the difficulty in this game seems
to stem from this die until you have seen the entire stage aspect + the extremely jenky hitboxes. Traps that have already
activated can still kill you before disappearing, the first major boss will kill you even if it is clearly not hitting you on the screen,
enemies that kill you on touch will hit you when you are visibly out of range. Basically Flappy Bird in terms of hitbox accuracy.

The music is pretty decent, most of the tracks feel like a rehash of something else but different enough to not feel like a total
ripoff. The aesthetic is the same fun Don't Starve style, some of the sprites are pasted on a bit poorly but you aren't likely to run
across them except during deaths.

Not sure if the game will actually run you 5 hours as the dev claims considering I reached the boss of the first of 5 worlds in
under half an hour with my poor platforming skills.. I really, really like it. Attaching one fuse after another works well but it can
take some time to set up a complex show. Now with the addition of being able to save and load your setup and the new
fireworks it's much better. Other than that very nice graphics, great sandbox and the best fireworks experince out there. Very
helpful developers. The only issue I have now is that cake fireworks seem to misfire a little too easily. If there even within a foot
of each other or any object they can start shooting erratically. If that gets better it'll be all good. I love Pyro VR.. one thing they
need to fix is that when you buy the dlc you shouldent have to leval up to play but what i seenit seems worth buying. Really cute
and beautiful game. Sometimes the physics messes up and you'll fall into a hole holding a kitty cat, make sure to throw it before
you fall down though because its sad when they die. The cats are the most adorable things ever, they have a cute squeeky noise
when something lands on them and they have the cutest armor and meows. The art is enjoyable and the gameplay is great, I
definitely recommend this game especially at the current value.

10\/10 if you don't have this game you hate kitty cats.
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Q: Do the specifics to the scenario matter?
Nope. You can make up any back story and the game would play the same. RPG elements are not the game (or DLC's) strong
point.

Q: Is it worth buying?
Only if it's deeply discounted or part of a bundle and if you're a JA fan or TBS fan.

Q: What about the scenario itself?
It's fairly limited\/straightforward, as many of the reviewers here have already commented. It's basically a single mission and
with a very linear progression. There are mines blocking your progress so that you are herded in specific directions (there's no
one in your team with high enough explosives skill to disarm, and medkits are tricky to find initially). What I really disliked
about the JA:BIA series is that the environment is not fully destructible. I like having multiple ways of breaching, etc.

Q: Any other tips\/thoughts?
Don't waste your time trying to take everyone out. Just kill those that are necessary. Ivan's silenced weapon is very useful, and
Shadow's stealth for sneak knife attacks can come in handy. A prolonged firefight with your two mercs (Fox does't add much,
expect medic skills, and I hate her voice) spells almost certain failure.

Given all my reservations above, I would vote this a qualified "recommended."

5.5\/10

p.s. it says 0 hours game time as i guess it's tracking my overall JA:BIA game time (over 160 hours). I've already completed this
DLC -- it took about 2-3 hours.. I don't write reviews very often (especially on games I haven't yet 100%'d), but this game gets
an exception. In terms of 2d platformers, it is nothing groundbreaking gameplay-wise, but the atmosphere, music, challenge, and
mechanics all fit together to create a masterpiece. The controls are perfectly tuned so that every death is your fault, and never
feels unfair. I've played many excellent 2d platformers this year and I have to say, this is most likely my best experience. If this
came out in 2011 when Super Meat Boy was popular, it could have taken it down easily IMO. It's a shame that this is such an
overlooked gem, and it is a steal even at full price, though it goes on sale 75% off quite often.

If you're a fan of a good challenge, I highly recommend DYE. If you're not, however, it may not be the best experience for you,
as the difficulty can ramp up quite quickly. The game knows what it is and it executes it perfectly, but don't expect anything
extremely innovative.. This game ♥♥♥♥ing rules.

The boss fights rock. The combat rocks. The music came and so did I.

I'll admit it took quite a few hours (a large distance into the game) before I felt comfortable with how the game played and
became competent in combat. It is my first real DMC game.

Enemies feel a little damage spongey and there's no shortage of them to annoy you and slow your progress. The sensation of
being lost is very brief, Level design and progress is between the perfect threshold. I'll feel a bit lost but only briefly before the
destination opens up naturally.

But those bosses and stronger enemies man. Phew. I just gave someone Zangeif's Ultimate Atomic Buster and had to post about
how satisfying that felt.

To the idiots who think bosses have no place in games--please play this game or leave my hobby.. A train that says it can only
get up to 140mph, but easily gets over that, making it a more fun train than the ICE3 because of the tilting, and great passenger
view. The sounds make me sick.. I can't start the game because the menu button isn't working,
I want to play game, so plz fix it as soon as fast.. terribly glitchy and even on easy barely beatable. 7 words: what the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 and why the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. I first knew of this game in the no longer existed
Greenlight, and since then I had been expecting it to come out, not only because I'm a sucker for this type of games, but more
importantly, the look of it somehow gave me an impression that it could potentially be the next "Vanishing of Ethan Carter", or
at least a small-budget one (don't even know why I came up with this thought). However, as it turned out, my expectation had
been terribly unrealistic, the acutal game was a big let down for me.
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In my opinion, No70: Eye of Basir is a mediocre, atmospheric first personal exploration game, by mediocre, I mean nothing of
it is either unique or impressive. It has a "puzzle" tag, but most of the puzzles in this game (honestly, all of them) are just fetch
quest involving tons of backtracking - you go find an item, bring it somewhere, use it to trigger something, go find another item,
continue the loop till you get to watch a final cutscene and that's all the gameplay for a chapter. It also has a "horror" tag, but
this is even more inaccurate - there are about 3 or 4 jumpscares in the whole game and that's all the "horror" you will get from
it, the rest of the game you will be walking in a slow speed (running is just slightly faster than walking) with nothing exciting
happen. There's no tension, there's no any threat or danger, only jumpscares, this is not enough if you really want to create a
horror atmosphere. To be honest, playing this game for 2 hours made me sleepy and irritated just like watching the first Friday
the 13th movie. I know the horror genre is probably the hardest one to handle, so it's acceptable that the game failed to deliver
such thing, but I hope the devs could learn from the good examples and get the right ideas, since this is their first game, I
suppose.

One thing that annoyed me the most were the cutscenes in this game. I mean, the opening one was pretty good, but the others
were just so slow! You'll have to wait for like 15 seconds after the voiceover ends with nothing happen untill the screen slowly
fade to black, and guess what, you can't skip any of them. I think the devs wanted to make their game appear to be more
cinematic, but they still need to have more experiences with that. The game has a story to tell, and I can certainly appreciate the
attempt, but all the backtracking and slow walking just worn me out, as a result, I don't think I get the whole story, all those
notes just went right through my mind and gone.

Although I've been criticizing this game from the beginning, it still has some redeeming features. The soundtrack is alright,
which makes the game to be kind of immersive (before you get tired of the game, apparently). The voice acting is acutally quite
good, probably the best part of the game I think. The graphic could be better, considering this is made with UE4, but at least it
seems that the devs made most of the assets by themselves, which should be encouraged.

I only got to realize that this is a Turkish game after I first saw the menu all in Turkish, although I had already set the language
to English before launching the game, so I had to change the language based on my gaming instinct and it was a bit
counterintuitive to say the least. I also noticed that lots of positive reviews were already posted less than half a day after the
game was released, and honestly, I found quite a few of them to be insincere, which always happens, I know. I just wish people
could stop making misleading positive comments for a game solely because it is made by their friends or some people from
their country and bashing those who say anything "bad" about it. I don't care who makes the game, I just care about the quality
that's all. If you've played enough games, any type of games in general, you'll know which is good and which is not. Only by
accpecting reasonable criticisms may you be improved.

Overall, my experience with No70: Eye of Basir was disappointing and frustrating, not enjoyable as excepted, but I still hope the
devs would keep on working and learning, so that they can bring us better games sometime in the future.. I wanted really hard to
like this game, but I didn't get very far before decided I couldn't play anymore, sadly. Before I get to that, I'll lay out some
positive things.

Pros
+ Relaxing pace
+ Pleasant music that meshes well with the world
+ Absolutely full of style
+ Competent platforming

Now for the unfortunate downsides...

Cons
- The CreaVures themselves do not follow eachother, forcing you to swap between them to progress, even in areas of little to no
obstacles
- No co-op. The previous con could have been entirely nullified by this, though it would leave the single player experience the
same. The setup is all but asking for local on-screen co-op

It makes me really sad that I have to give this game a thumbs down, but since those things were important to me, I had no
choice.
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However, if you can deal with those cons, this game is totally worth it.. Glad to have 2D fighting game terms like Special
Cancels & Jump Attacks in since Capcom's Akuma of SF series got in TK7 (as part of TKxSF dev test on how SF chars
playstyle like in Tekken gameplay).

However, for lack of her English voice, maybe something happened back in KOFXIII console in beginning. Mai did have an
English voice back in Maximum Impact 1 - 2 until in XIII arcade version where the ENG voice casting unused & recently
removed in console version, in which later carry this on to the later SNK games like KOFXIV for now. Something tells me not
only small budgets & experience, SNK needs to learn how to find a decent ENG VA carefully to ensure not to end up disastrous
as the incomplete XII game again
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